The world's only full open source and offline cold wallet

User Manual

Welcome to the Sallet One Cold Wallet

Learn about the device

The use of the Sallet One cold wallet must be used in conjunction with the APP
(SalletOne Live). You can download and install the APP with an internet-connected
mobile phone. There are two versions for Android and iOS. You can visit the official
website https://www.salletone.com or scan the QR code to download and install.
Power button

· Sallet One device *1
· USB charging cable *1
· Flash drive (for type-c connector) *1
· Mnemonic phrase card *5
· Quick guide *1
· User manual *1
Type-C connector

App Store download

Google Play download

(The real object shall prevail, the pictures are for reference only)

• Power on: press and hold for 3 seconds.
• Power off: press and hold for 3 seconds or do not operate the device for 10 minutes, it will automatically
shut down.
• Force restart: press and hold for 8-10 seconds.
• Charging reminder: You need to prepare a compatible power adapter by yourself. Recommended
specifications: Input: AC100-240V 50/60Hz, 0.5A Output: DC 5.0V

500mA.
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1. Set up your cold wallet

Step 2: Create mnemonic phrase and back it up

Step 1: Create wallet and set up a password

backup mnemonic

About mnemonics
Language switch

Please follow the order to backup the mnemonic phrase, the
next step requires veriﬁcation

Set wallet password
When transacting, the wallet password is used

prison

twice

scissors

miracle

snow

major

spawn

ship

dial

blossom

winter

rabbit

for transaction signature.

Create a mnemonic

Password
No less than 8 characters, must contain both uppercase and
lowercase letters and numbers

Acquiring a mnemonic is equivalent to owning
a wallet asset

Repeat the password

Randomly create a mnemonic
Password Tip(Optional)
Create wallet

The backup is completed
Create custom mnemonics

Using a wallet for the ﬁrst time

Restore wallet
Have a wallet already

Back up later

Conﬁrm

Self-selected mnemonic+password ( + salt)

• Please create in a safe place where no one else can have access to your device while you’re creating your

• Before creating mnemonic phrase, please read the "Notes on mnemonic phrase" carefully, we recommend

password.

that you use customized mnemonic phrase.

• The password is mainly used to complete the signature transaction. Please keep it properly. If you forget the

• Please write down the mnemonic phrase on the mnemonic phrase card or any network disconnected

password, you can restore the wallet and reset it through the mnemonic phrase.

carrier, if the mnemonic phrase is lost, your assets will never be recovered.
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2. Set up SalletOne Live App

Step 2: Click the wallet to be imported on the hardware Sallet One, generate the

Step 1: Scan the QR code to download the App (SalletOne Live)

corresponding network address QR code.
Step 3: Use APP (SalletOne Live) in the corresponding wallet, through "Add Wallet",
scan the code to import the wallet address.

My wallet

My assets

Send

Receive
Select Wallet

Add wallet

Turn on the hardware (Sallet One) device
App Store download

Google Play download

to generate a QR code
And scan with APP (SalletOne Live)
Use SalletOne Live to scan the code to get the address

Sallet One

SalletOne Live

• The hardware Sallet One needs to be used with the APP (SalletOne Live), which can be obtained on the App
Store and Google Play. There are two versions of Android and iOS, and Windows and macOS versions are not

• The hardware Sallet One and the APP (SalletOne Live) must be used in conjunction, and the APP (SalletOne

available for the time being.

Live) can show the wallet balance in real time.
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3. Receive crypto from another wallet

4. Send crypto to another wallet

Open the APP (SalletOne Live), select the corresponding wallet cryptocurrency, then

Step 1: Open the APP (SalletOne Live) and click the transfer button on the selected

click the receive payment button, and copy the address or send a screenshot of the QR

wallet cryptocurrency interface. Enter the receiving address and transfer amount on

code with the receive payment address to the sender.

the transfer page.

Receive

Only supports BTC related assets

Send

receiving address
BTC Address

network
Send amount
Please enter the transter amount

To transfer all

Miners fee

Address
1FZHGGENMJZ9....YUasXxNdAFfd99xkMQ

slow

fast
Recommended absenteeism rate is

Back

Next

• Please make sure that the sending address is the same as the receiving address's main network, otherwise
assets may be lost (Ex. if the receiving address is an Ethereum network address, the sending address must

• The miner's fee determines the transfer speed. The default miner's fee is recommended. If the fastest

also use the Ethereum network).

speed is required, the miner's fee can be selected to the maximum.
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Step 2: Use the hardware Sallet One to scan the transaction information QR code

Step 3: Use the hardware Sallet One to scan and check the transfer amount and

generated in the APP (SalletOne Live).

receiving address. After confirming that it is correct, click signature.

Send

Sallet One

Sallet One

The result of scan
The result of scan

Scan the code
Send

Scan the QR code on the SalletOne Live

Scan the QR code on the SalletOne Live

Transaction detail

Sending address
1FZHGGENMJZ9....YUasXxNdAFfd99xkMQ
Please use the hardware device to scan the code

Receiving address
Please use the ha rdware device to scan the code

NdAFMQfd99xkY....Xx1FZHGGENMJZ9Ewr

Use the hardware Sallet One device to scan

Scan APP with hardware Sallet One device

Trading amount

and check the amount and address. After

QR code of transaction information generated
Cancel the transaction

Miner's fee
confirming
that it is correct, click signature.

Cancel the transaction

in (SalletOne Live).

Next

Next

Signature

SalletOne Live

Sallet One

Sallet One

• Be sure to carefully verify the wallet address and transfer amount, once the wrong transfer is made, it
cannot be recovered.
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Step 4: After confirming the signature, a QR code will be generated in the hardware

Step 5: Use the APP (SalletOne Live) to scan the transaction QR code generated in the

Sallet One device.

hardware Sallet One, click to confirm to complete the transaction.

Sallet One

QR code

QR code
Scan the code

QR code
Use the SalletOne Live to scan the code

Scan the hardware QR code
Sallet One
QR code

and continue the transaction

Pay the amount

QR code
Use the SalletOne Live to scan the code
and continue the transaction

To the account address

NdAFM....ENMJZ9Ewr

Arrival amount

After confirming the signature, a QR code
will be generated in the hardware Sallet
One device.
Complete

Miners fee

Use the APP (SalletOne Live) to scan the transaction

Conﬁrm the transfer

QR code generated in the hardware Sallet One, click to

Cancel the deal

confirm to complete the transaction.

Sallet One
SalletOne Live
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SalletOne Live

5. How to destroy the hardware Sallet One wallet

6. How to restore the hardware Sallet One wallet

Step 1: In the menu, click the [Set Destruction Password] button to set the wallet

Step 1: Select [restore wallet].

destruction password.

Step 2: Enter the mnemonic phrase in order to complete the wallet recovery.

Step 2: In the menu, click the [Destroy Wallet] button, enter the destruction password,
and complete the destruction of the wallet.

Sallet One

Sallet One

Sallet One

Restore wallet

Language switch

My wallet

My wallet
Restore wallet
Currency management

Currency management

Set destroy password

Destroy Wallet

Back up mnemonic phrase

Back up mnemonic phrase

Language switch

Language switch

Version update

Version update

About us

About us

Please enter the mnemonic words in the correct
order, separated by English Spaces

mnemonic+password ( + salt)

Create wallet
Using a wallet for the ﬁrst time

Restore wallet
Have a wallet already

Restore wallet

• Destroying your wallet will not affect your digital assets.
• After the wallet is destroyed, you can use the mnemonic phrase and follow the process of restoring the
hardware Sallet One wallet to complete the wallet recovery.
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7. How to upgrade the hardware Sallet One wallet
Step 1: Check the version of your hardware Sallet One, in the menu, click the [About
Us] button, you can check your sallet one’s version number.

Step 2: Through the official website, download the latest hardware Sallet One update
package such as Sallet-one-cold-v1.0.0.apk
Copy the downloaded hardware Sallet One update package to the root directory of the
flash drive (your flash drive is G, and the root directory is G:\ )

Sallet One

Sallet One

About Us

My wallet

Currency management

Set destroy password

Back up mnemonic phrase

Language switch
Wallet website
Version update
Legal and regulatory
About us

Format the flash drive to FAT32 before use

《 Privacy Agreement 》《 User Agreement 》《 About us 》

• Please do not modify the name of the update package file, otherwise it will not be able to automatically
verify and detect the upgrade.
• Please download an update package with a version number greater than your current hardware Sallet One
• You can login to the Sallet One official website to check the latest version number.
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wallet, otherwise the upgrade cannot be performed.

Step 3: In the menu, click the "Update Version" button, you will be prompted to insert a

Step 4: Insert the Type-C port of the flash drive into the hardware Sallet One, the device

USB flash drive.

will prompt you whether to allow access to Mass Storage Deviece, please click "Sure".

Sallet One

Sallet One

Prompt

My wallet

Sallet One

Update

Currency management

Set destroy password

Please insert a USB ﬂash disk

Back up mnemonic phrase

Language switch

To allow Sallet One access to Mass
Storage Device?

Version update

Cancel

Sure

About us

• Hardware Sallet One will automatically extract the update files in the flash drive. During the update process,
please wait and do not pull out the flash drive.
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Step 5: Once the extraction is complete, you will be prompted to install updates for this

Security Information

app. Your existing data will not be lost, please click "Install". Wait about 2 minutes for

To ensure optimum performance of the equipment and to avoid dangerous or illegal

the update to complete.

situations, review and follow all safety information before using and operating the
equipment.

Operation and Safety
1. Please use the device within the temperature range of 0°C to 45°C, and store the device
and its accessories within the temperature range of -20°C to +45°C. When the ambient

Sallet One

Update

temperature is too high or too low, it may cause equipment failure.
2. Do not expose the device to high temperatures or around heat-generating devices such
as sunlight, heaters, microwaves, ovens, or water heaters. Overheating of the battery may

Do you want to install an update for
this app? your existing Data will not
be lost.
Cancel

Sure

cause an explosion.
3. Please use a compatible power adapter for charging. The adapter should meet the
following recommended specifications:
Input: AC100-240V 50/60Hz, 0.5A, Output: DC 5.0V

500mA.

4. A new device's battery needs to go through several charging and discharging processes
to reach peak performance.
5. If the device is not used for a long time, please charge and discharge it at least once
within a month to prevent damage to the battery caused by excessive consumption.
6. When charging is complete or not charging, disconnect the power adapter from the
device and unplug the power adapter from the power outlet.
7. This device uses a non-removable built-in battery, do not replace the battery yourself, so
as not to cause the device to fail to operate normally. For your personal safety and to
ensure the normal operation of the product, it is strongly recommended that you replace
• To ensure the security of wallet data, the system will format the flash drive after the upgrade.
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the battery of this device through official channels.

8. Do not charge the device with overloaded power, bend it hard or squeeze the battery
with heavy objects, so as not to cause heat and fire.
9. Do not expose the device to moisture or rain. If the device gets wet or gets wet, it may

Sallet One hereby declares that this wireless device is in compliance with Directive

cause the device to malfunction or even become irreparable. Do not plug or unplug the

2014/53/EU and the Radio Equipment Regulation 2017.

power adapter with wet hands to prevent electric shock.
10. Do not use chemicals or cleaning agents to clean the device, as this will damage the
surface of the device.
11. It is recommended that you upgrade the system through the official designated
method or contact the official customer service to assist you in upgrading the system.

Sallet One declares that the device is in compliance with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.

12. In case of equipment abnormality or failure, it is recommended to contact the official
customer service in time.

Recycle Information

Technical Details
Product Dimensions

113.14*64.5*9.9mm (Subject to the actual product)

The above symbol indicates that in accordance with local laws and regulations, your

Screen

3.97 inch IPS: 480*800 pixels

product and/or its battery should be disposed of separately from household waste. When

Batteries

1 Lithium Ion batteries required

this product has reached the end of its useful life, please take it to a collection point

Power Adapter

Input: AC100-240V 50/60Hz, 0.5A

designated by local authorities. When disposing of your product and/or its battery,

Recommended Specifications

Output: DC 5.0V

separate collection and recycling will help conserve natural resources and ensure

Connector

USB-C

Camera

500 million pixels

500mA

recycling in a way that protects human health and the environment.
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According to the relevant requirements on expression in the Administrative Measures for

should be marked that the toxic and hazardous substances or elements contained in the

the Prevention and Control of Pollution from Electronic Products and the Administrative

products do not leak or mutate so as to prevent the leakage or mutation of the products. The

Measures for the Prevention and Control of Pollution from Electronic Information

period during which the environment causes pollution or causes serious damage to

Products, the content of toxic and harmful substances in this product is expressed as

persons and property, “

follows:

Note: Most parts of this device are made of non-toxic and harmless environmentally

” Indicates 10 years.

friendly materials. The parts containing toxic and harmful substances or elements cannot
Toxic and Hazardous Substances or Elements
Name

be replaced due to the limitation of technological development level.

Pb

Hg

Cd

Cr6+

PBB

PBDE

Outer casing

○

○

○

×

×

○

Circuit board

○

○

○

○

×

×

Battery

×

○

○

×

○

○

LCD

○

○

○

○

×

○

Wire class

×

○

○

○

×

×

Power supply

×

○

○

○

×

×

○: Indicates that the toxic and hazardous substance is not contained in all homogeneous
materials of the part or its content is below the limit requirement specified in the
SJ/T11363-200 standard.
×: Indicates that the content of this toxic and hazardous substance in at least one of the
homogeneous materials of the part exceeds the limit requirement specified in the
SJ/T11363-2006 standard. According to [Administrative Measures for Pollution Control of
Electronic Information Products] and SJ/T1 11364-2006 [Requirements for Labeling of
Pollution Control of Electronic Information Products], electronic information products
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